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ANCIENT DNA

sequence (1.3 copies on average) of the composite nuclear genome from three Neandertals. They found that 1% to 4% of the
DNA of Europeans and Asians, but not of
Africans, was shared with Neandertals and
concluded that modern humans interbred
with Neandertals at low levels (Science,
7 May 2010, pp. 680, 710).
Just 7 months later, the same group published 1.9 copies on average of a nuclear
genome from a girl’s pinky ﬁnger bone from
Denisova Cave. They found she was neither
a Neandertal nor a modern human—although
bones of both species had been found in the
cave—but a new lineage that they called Denisovan (Science, 28 January 2011, p. 392).
The team found “Denisovan DNA” in some
island Southeast Asians and concluded that
their ancestors also interbred with the ancestors of Denisovans, probably in Asia.
But these genomes were too low quality to
produce a reliable catalog of differences. Part
of the problem was that ancient DNA is fragmake us different from the Denisovans, who mentary, and most of it breaks down into sinwere close relatives of Neandertals. “This is gle strands after it is extracted from bone.
the genetic recipe for being a modern human,”
Meyer’s breakthrough came in developsays team leader Svante Pääbo, a paleogeneti- ing a method to start the sequencing process
cist at the institute.
with single strands of DNA instead of double
Ironically, this high-resolution genome strands, as is usually done. By binding spemeans that the Denisovans, who are repre- cial molecules to the ends of a single strand,
sented in the fossil record by only one tiny the ancient DNA was held in place while
finger bone and two teeth, are much bet- enzymes copied its sequence. The result was
ter known genetically than any other ancient a sixfold to 22-fold increase in the amount
human—including Neandertals, of which of Denisovan DNA sequenced from a meathere are hundreds of specimens. The genome ger 10-milligram sample from the girl’s ﬁnoffers a glimpse of what the Denisovan girl ger. The team was able to cover 99.9% of
looked like—her eyes, hair, and skin were the mappable nucleotide positions in the
brown—and new details about how her genome at least once, and more than 92% of
lineage evolved. The team conﬁrms that the the sites at least 20 times, which is considDenisovans interbred with the ancestors of ered a benchmark for identifying sites relisome living humans and found
ably. About half of the 31 copies
that Denisovans had little genetic
came from the girl’s mother and
diversity, suggesting that their
half from her father, producing
small population waned further sciencemag.org
a genome “of equivalent quality
Podcast interview
as populations of modern humans
to a recent human genome,” says
with author Ann
expanded. “Meyer and the consor- Gibbons (http://scim.ag/ paleoanthropologist John Hawks
tium have set up the ﬁeld of ancient pod_6098).
of the University of Wisconsin,
DNA to be revolutionized—
Madison, who was not part of the
again,” says Beth Shapiro, an evolutionary team. Shapiro calls the new method “spectacbiologist at the University of California, Santa ular. … It’s exactly that very simple, incredCruz, who was not part of the team. Evolu- ibly good idea that makes you kick yourself
tionary geneticist Sarah Tishkoff of the Uni- for not coming up with it ﬁrst.”
versity of Pennsylvania agrees: “It’s really
In fact, others had thought of the same
going to move the ﬁeld forward.”
approach. But “it ain’t easy,” demanding lots
Pääbo’s group ﬁrst gave the ﬁeld a jolt of time and money, says geneticist Hendrik
in May 2010 by reporting a low-coverage Poinar of McMaster University in Hamil-
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Gene jockey. Matthias Meyer developed a new
method to prepare single strands of ancient DNA.

Three years ago, German postdoc Matthias
Meyer set out to develop a new method for
preparing DNA from fossils. Most techniques adapt tools used for sequencing DNA
from living humans, but Meyer started from
scratch, tailoring his approach to the maddening peculiarities of degraded DNA tens of
thousands of years old. While he worked long
hours in the lab, other researchers used standard sequencing methods to produce the ﬁrst
genomes of two archaic humans, albeit of low
quality. Meyer almost gave up. But now, in
a stunning technical feat, he and colleagues
at the Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology in Leipzig, Germany, have
sequenced the genome of an archaic Siberian
girl 31 times over, using a new method that
ampliﬁes single strands of DNA.
As the international team reports in a paper
published online in Science this week, more
than 99% of the nucleotides are sequenced at
least 10 times, so researchers have as sharp
a picture of this ancient genome as of a living person’s. “No one thought we would have
an archaic human genome of such quality,”
Meyer says. “Everyone was shocked by the
counts. That includes me.”
That precision allows the team to compare
the nuclear genome of this girl, who lived in
Siberia’s Denisova Cave more than 50,000
years ago, directly to the genomes of living
people, producing a “near-complete” catalog
of the small number of genetic changes that
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genomes comes from a different source in
Africa rather than introgression with Neandertals and Denisovans. The scenario, originally proposed by co-author Montgomery
Slatkin of the University of California, Berkeley, is that there were two distinct populations
in east and west Africa. One gave rise to Neandertals and modern humans, who left east
Africa carrying very ancient pieces of DNA
from these ancestors. The other group gave
rise to modern sub-Saharan Africans, who
lack those particular ancient motifs. In a paper
earlier this month in the Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences, evolutionary
biologist Andrea Manica of the University of
Cambridge in the United Kingdom wrote that
this alternative scenario cannot be ruled out

Denisovans interbred with female modern
humans, or that these unions were genetically
incompatible, with natural selection weeding
out some of the X chromosomes, Reich says.
The new genome also suggests one odd
result. By using the detailed Denisovan
genome to sharpen the view of their close
cousins the Neandertals, the team concludes
that living East Asians have more Neandertal
DNA than Europeans have. But most Neandertal fossils are from Europe; Klein calls the
result “peculiar.”
Most exciting to Pääbo is the “nearly complete catalog” of differences in genes between
the groups. This includes 111,812 single
nucleotides that changed in modern humans
in the past 100,000 years or so. Of those, eight
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ton, Canada. His lab has tried to copy single
strands, with “modest” results.
Now, the view of the ancient genome is so
clear that Meyer and his colleagues were able
to detect for the ﬁrst time that Denisovans,
like modern humans, had 23 pairs of chromosomes, rather than 24 pairs, as in chimpanzees. By aligning the Denisovan genome
with that of the reference human genome
and counting mutations, the team calculated
that the Denisovan and modern human populations finally split between 170,000 and
700,000 years ago. (The range of error is
large because of uncertainty in the average
human mutation rate, lately the subject of
intense debate and a ﬂurry of papers.)
The researchers also estimated ancient
Denisovan population sizes by using methods to estimate the age of various gene lineages and the amount of difference between
the chromosomes the girl inherited from her
mother and father. They found that Denisovan genetic diversity, already low, shrank even
more 400,000 years ago, reﬂecting small populations at that time. By contrast, our ancestors’ population apparently doubled before
their exodus from Africa.
The team also counted the differences
between Denisovans and chimps, and found
that they have fewer differences than do modern people and chimps. The girl’s lineage had
less time to accumulate mutations, and the
“missing evolution” suggests she died about
80,000 years ago, although the date is a “best
estimate” and, therefore, tentative, says coauthor David Reich, a population geneticist
at Harvard University. If this date—the ﬁrst
proof that a fossil can be directly dated from
its genome—holds up, it is considerably older
than the very rough dates of 30,000 to more
than 50,000 years for the layer of sediment
where the fossils of Denisovans, Neandertals,
and modern humans all were found. “It’s great
that you can start to put a genetic date on the
fossil, because we don’t have any decent absolute dates for these fossils,” says paleoanthropologist Chris Stringer of the Natural History
Museum in London.
Did the ancestors of Europeans and
Asians really mix it up with Denisovans and
Neandertals? Some researchers have questioned that conclusion of the ﬁrst two archaic
genome papers. “Introgression makes no
sense to me,” says paleoanthropologist
Richard Klein of Stanford University in Palo
Alto, California. The population models
used in the 2010 analyses of the Neandertal
genome, for example, could not rule out the
possibility that the archaic DNA in modern

Slice of life. This replica of a tiny ﬁnger bone from
Denisova Cave (right) yielded an entire genome.

without genomes from many different Africans and more detailed population models.
But new analyses make this alternative
idea almost impossible and suggest that our
ancestors did indeed interbreed at least twice
with archaic peoples, Slatkin says. Given the
Denisovan DNA in Southeast Asia, it’s almost
impossible to model a scenario where both the
Neandertal and Denisovan DNA are inherited from ancient Africans, because the DNA
would have to persist unchanged over hundreds of thousands of years, he says. And in
a paper in press in PLoS Genetics, Reich’s
group calculates that Europeans inherited this
“archaic” DNA 37,000 to 86,000 years ago—
too recent to be from ancient Africans.
The team says the new genome conﬁrms
their previous ﬁndings, showing that about
3% of the genomes of living people in Papua
New Guinea come from Denisovans, while
the Han and Dai on mainland China have
only a trace of Denisovan DNA. Furthermore,
the team determined that Papuans have more
Denisovan DNA on their autosomes, inherited equally often from both parents, than on
their X chromosomes, inherited twice as often
from the mother. This curious pattern suggests
several possible scenarios, including that male
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were in genes associated with the wiring of
the nervous system, including those involved
in the growth of axons and dendrites and a
gene implicated in autism. Pääbo is intrigued
in particular by a change in a gene that is regulated by the so-called FOXP2 gene, implicated
in speech disorders. It is “tempting to speculate that crucial aspects of synaptic transmission may have changed in modern humans,”
the team wrote. Thirty-four genes are associated with disease in humans. The list suggests
some obvious candidates for gene-expression
studies. “The cool thing is that it isn’t an astronomically large list,” Pääbo says. “Our group
and others will probably be able to analyze
most of them in the next decade or two.”
Back in Leipzig, the mood is upbeat, as
researchers pull fossil samples off the shelf to
test anew with “Matthias’s method.” First on
Pääbo’s list: Neandertal bone samples, to try
to produce a Neandertal genome to rival that
of the little Denisovan girl.
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